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Cover Photo
Mark Irwing’s two versions of the Billy Boy Glider from a 1942 plan.
See the article below for details

Wednesday at VARMS Field – The 3 F’s night (Fly, Food, Fix)
Zoom meetings every Wednesday at 7:30 See [Member Area] on the VARMS web site
The deadline for material to be in the next Aspectivity is proposed to be one week prior to the date of the general
meetings (even though these meetings are currently on hold) and it is therefore the 4th of September 2020.
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President’s report

Ron Hickman

Well here we go again, once step forwards two (three?) steps backwards. Given
that this looks like being with us for some time we need to address the process of getting
back into some sort of regular routine.
Whilst Russ has been sending out Aspectivity generally as per schedule he will now aim to get
back to the old timetable and try to schedule the issuing of Aspectivity the week before the “normal”
general meeting.
The next general meeting is scheduled for August 14th and, given that we will be unable to meet
physically, will be held by Zoom. I participated in a general meeting for another club recently (66
participants) and whilst difficult, it was a way of keeping things moving and people in touch. Their
meeting relied on keeping the formalities to a minimum and having a number of presentations during the
meeting. One benefit of Zoom is that it is reasonably easy to “visit the workshops” of members and this
could be a way of keeping in touch and up to date. Alan Mahew has offered to create a presentation for
this first Zoom meeting and Roscoe has offered to provide a recipe in lieu of supper
After discussions with Michael Best and Russ we will be making a link available for the meeting
via the [Members Area] of the website. Michael (glutton for punishment) has offered to assist those
members having difficulty sorting out their hardware/software configuration. I would encourage
members to participate in the Wednesday night FFF Zoom meeting to see how it works.
I sincerely apologise to those members who cannot access this new technology to participate in
monthly meetings, however we will try to make sure that relevant articles are reproduced in Aspectivity
to keep members up to date.
Since being advised by Alan Taylor that the Mornington Peninsular Shire had approved the
partial opening of the flying field for the NMAA we have been working to try and achieve a similar result
for VARMS at Wantirna and design the admin backup necessary to implement.
The initial proposal was accepted “in principle” and a single page application was made to
council detailing the proposed procedures. Basically, the proposed system was to allow a max of 6
persons at the field at any one time controlled by a booking system in blocks of 2 hrs. throughout the
day. Council were unhappy with the set out in our initial application and requested it be presented in a
standardised format that was understandable in the bureaucratic environment. Roscoe to the rescue,
and the application went from one page to 14 pages. Council reviewed the application and identified a
need to provide a formal risk assessment for vulnerable people. Roscoe to the rescue again and the
application went to 16 pages which was re-submitted to council on the 28th July. The last word from
Council on the 31st was that the proposal was being considered by Councils risk assessment team
I must especially single out Roscoe and Michael for the help in setting up the proposal and the
associated background admin.
Onwards and upwards one wing at a time, masked to the eyeballs
Ron Hickman

2020 General Meeting minutes
On hold until we can get back to having meetings face to face or on-line. (For reference the last
minutes were for the February 2020 meeting which was the last time we could get together and are
published in the March edition of Aspectivity.)
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ZOOM MEETINGS
Rodman.
As stated above by Ron we are going to set up ZOOM meetingsLew
for our
general meetings in the
foreseeable future. In order to join in you will need to click on the link that will be in the [member area] of
the VARMS web page and the following brief steps are for those who have not done this before.

This takes you to the log-in page as shown below;

Log on; or first-time users will need to get your password by clicking here. Your username is your
e-mail address. If you have any difficulty then contact Michael Best on web_master@varms.org.au
Once logged in you have access to the site and the links to the ZOOM meetings will be near the
top of the Members Updates. To join the meeting you only have to click on this link. If you have never
used ZOOM before it will download to your computer. However you can set up ZOOM (if you have not
already done so) by downloading it in advance of the meeting using the links also provided nearby in
the Members Updates area. Again, if you have difficulty contact Michael Best.
We hope to have many of you “at” our meetings and there is nothing to stop you setting up your
own smaller special interest groups using the free ZOOM software once you become familiar it.
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Flying Event Calendar (subject to Covid 19 restrictions)
Name

Date/s

Location

Further Info

Virtual 3Fs get together

Wednesdays
7:30 PM

Zoom Meeting

[Member’s area] http://varms.org.au/

Virtual Committee Meeting
(7:30)

?

? virtual ?

VARMS.org.au

Next General Meeting

Friday 14th
August 7:30 PM

ZOOM

[Member’s area] http://varms.org.au/

Future Events (loosening of restrictions provided)
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News and Articles
BILLY BOY - 1946 VINTAGE GLIDER

Mark Irwing
Lew Rodman.

Found Billy on OUTERZONE plans. l liked the look of it as it is just a very basic glider and it was
going to be a new experience for me, being a bungee type launched glider, as all my other planes were
motor assist.

Wing has been built using a carbon Spar
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Partially finished wing

Finished model ready for Covering

l hadn’t built anything like it since l was14, my
other builds l had used 3mm carbon rods to operate
elevator and rudder, this time l thought to try using
spring loaded, l had seen them on the web and they
seem to be quite good.

I made the springs from a piece of 3 mm hawser cable that l
had left over, l first l unwound the 6 strands of the cable then cut a
100 mm long piece. I then unwound 2 strands from the strand, the
twist had to be removed using pliers and vice, once it was straight l
made a square C shape with 20mm legs and body, 60 mm total
length.
The body of glider did not leave a lot of room for electronics,
etc., it was quite fiddly, in the bigger version it was a lot easier to fit
all electronics in. When setting up with spring operated controlled
surfaces you have to position servo arm to throw more one way than
the other, that would be the spring tension l feel , to answer a
question , yes it operates just as good as control rods or cables,
though I think it might not be so effective on a very large model, but l
can’t be sure, l have fitted spring operated elevator and rudder on
the 2200mm version , hope l made the right decision. l used 30pound fishing line to connect to rudder to servo. I have noticed on
these plans that incident angle is open to interpretation, so it was
something else that to be solved.
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I didn’t realize HOW MUCH WALKING WAS
INVOLVED WITH BUNGEE GLIDERS, l can hear
some of you saying ‘well find a thermal son’, l
usually fly at first light and l know that at that time of
day there isn’t much movement in the air, it’s just
still air, so it helps with the trimming, it has been a
lot of learning to get it right but l have had a great
deal of fun in doing it, another plus is that l can be
flying for 3 hours and only use 60% of a 2 cell 460
mah LiPo.
l made my bungee from lightest exercise
rubber from CLARK RUBBER at Fountain Gate, l
talked to the nice lady manager called Lucy and
explained that l was a member of VARMS glider
club, and l managed to get it at a better price than
listed, so if you need some go and talk to her nicely,
l have used 21 meters of 6mm yellow exercise
rubber and 100 meters of kite string attached to a
dog stake. Thinking that l may have to get 8mm
rubber for the bigger Billy, my bungee flying friend
assures me it won’t be required, so l just have to
wait and see. My missus made the parachute, l got
material from Spotlight, sometimes it operates as a
parachute sometimes not, still trying to adjust the
problem. To store the bungee and cord l found a
cable holder at Bunnings at a vast expense of $14; l
fitted a dividing piece on it so l can store the bungee
for the Opterra l fly.
The 1400 Billy flies without any vices and very easily controlled, here is hoping the bigger version
will be as nice to fly and hopefully getting longer flights, which would be good too.
The wingspan is 1400mm, l have just finished a 2200 mm version but now waiting for the end of
lockdown. AGAIN!!!

Variable rudder mix - Open TX tricks

Russ Pearce

Several years ago I was alerted to the possabilies of using a dummy or proxy channel to work
some OpenTX magic by Danny Malcman and recently saw how to do this rudder mix on an Andrew
Newton U-tube video (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W8hcYSdo06k) You can watch this video or use
the following article as a hard copy of it.
Having the ability to change the value of a global variable means that you can vary the amount of
trim on any control where a gobal variable can be accepted. This example demonstrates how to vary
the percentage of rudder that is mixed in with the ailerons, therefore it is possible to fine turn the mix “on
the fly”. Other trims where this could be done might include varying the amount of differential or maybe
elevator compensation for when flaps are lowered.
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On my radio I have used the left-hand rotary switch (RS1) to control this function.

The main magic happens in the mixer screen
We insert a line to the rudder which “adds” right or left rudder in proportion to the movement of
the ailerons and the value of what is “added” is controlled by a global variable.

Channel 4 is the rudder and you can see that I have
added a mix (+=) with its’ input coming from the ailerons (I Ail)
by global variable one (GV1).
The detail of this mix is -
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but the value is determined

The input is from the ailerons and is both positive and negative so that this means the rudder
moves in concert with the ailerons. The weight is the key here and it is going to have whatever value is
shown for the global variable; in this instance up to + and – 25%.
Now we need to set up a special function to alter the Global variable and in the example below it
is set to be continuously ON; The function is to “Adjust Global Variable 1; the input is shown as channel
10 and it is ticked to active.

The next step is to set up a dummy (or proxy) channel whose input is the rotary switch RS1 as
follows.

As you can see above, I have used channel 10 which is spare and does not have any output to a
servo or anything. (the Taranis has 16 channels available even though it may only be driving an 8
channel receiver) The source for this channel is rotary switch one and although the weight is 100 it is
actually driven by a custom curve which I have called Mix. This is what the curve looks like.

Curve 1 is simply just a straight line between 2 points with an output value of zero when the
rotary is all the way to the left (counter-clockwise) and 50 when all the way clockwise.
So, in this example the sequence of events is that channel 10 controls the “weight” of the rudder
mix according to a curve which is driven by the rotary switch. On my Phoenix 2600 I found that between
20% and 25% seemed to suit best; the big wing needs a fair bit of extra push, but 50% would be way
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too much. Now that I am happy with the setting, I could just replace the global variable 1 with what I feel
is best, say 20% in this instance.
It should be noted that this would not stop the channel 10 function from working away in the
background and maybe I could use it for something else as stated before. (e.g., Differential, Rates, etc.)
There is plenty of scope for experimentation using this technique as it enables you to try a wide
variety of settings “on the fly”.

For Sale
Dave’s Big Boys Toys
Providers of an extensive
range of aeromodelling
supplies including
Jeti
Vladamir Models
Hyperion Australia

www.hyperionaustralia.com.au
ph:

(03) 98870558
0415412096
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Enya is back in Australia
Contact Bill Webb (Balsa Bill) of Alans Gippsland
Hobbies for the extensive Enya range
Phone or fax 03 5626 4205
In addition Bill continues his sale with reductions on
his already low prices.
10% reduction on Balsa sheet and carbon strips,
tubes, etc.
15% off on – Square section Balsa; leading and
trailing edge stock, plus triangular gusset section
balsa.

Colour
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M
65
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$72.50
JK01 Stadium Jacket
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Embroidered VARMS logo left chest

S
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L
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55

57.5

60

62.5

65

67.5
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72.5

Navy
$40.15
JB Crew Fleecy
Colour

2XL
74

62.5

Royal
$39.05
JB ½ zip Polar Fleece
Colour

XL
71

Embroidered VARMS logo left chest

Navy
$72.50
JB Flying Jacket
Colour

L
68

Total
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Royal
$24.20
JB Polo

Total

Embroidered VARMS logo left chest
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53.5

56
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Navy
$26.40
JB Polo with Pocket
Note:All measurements are cm for Half Chest
Name:

Embroidered VARMS logo left chest above pocket

Contact details:

VARMS caps & beanies are also available at $15 each
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Total

Administration
Standard Operating Times for VARMS Glider Field:
Mon

Tue

Wed

Thur

Power Glider Power Glider
8am-1pm (power)
Dawn-1pm (glider)
Mon

Tue

Wed

Thur

Fri

Sat

Mowing Roster

Sun

Power Power Glider

Field
Fri

Glider Power Glider Power Glider
1pm-5pm (AEDST) (power)
1pm-Dusk (glider)

Sat

Sun

Glider

Glider

Ian Slack
Mike Barlow
Bruce Perry
Robert Kassell
Tim Stewart
Geoff Moore

Times except for Aerotow Saturdays

*Aerotow:
Second Saturday each month, 12.00
Noon till 5.00 pm
Clubrooms:

Runway & Pits:

Zdenek Busek
Ken Madill
Paul Van Tongeren
Alan Taylor

Heliport:

Geoff Moore

All days 7.00 am till 11.00 pm

"Glider" is any Glider, or electric glider, flown
as a glider, i.e. climb and glide

1st week
2nd week
3rd week
4th week

Any Problems with the mowing roster, ring
Henry Wohlmuth
9764 1921

For queries or problems regarding this timetable, please
contact the club’s president or secretary
The Keyboard

Members and visitors with Transmitters using frequencies other than 2.4GHZ, must insert a standard 50mm key, clearly named,
into the appropriate section of the Keyboard located on field fence close to southern end of Clubroom veranda.

All material published in Aspectivity is the copyright of the author of the article.
Opinions expressed in Aspectivity may not represent the view of VARMS Inc. Editor or Printer. VARMS Inc.,
the Editor and the Printer accept no responsibility for the accuracy of the content.
President
Vice President
Site Liaison
Secretary
Treasurer
Contest Director
Editor
Ordinary Member
Membership Secretary
Heli Group Rep
Sports Power Rep
Asset Manager
Webmaster
Registrar

Ron Hickman
Anthony Peate
Max Haysom
Laci Nagy
David Milne
Alan Mayhew
Russ Pearce
Mike Barlow
Rodney Savage
Geoff Moore
Paul Van Tongeren
Bruce Perry
Michael Best
Peter Zambory

VARMS Web Site:
Current Members:
Potential Members:

0427 830 949
0419 332 644
9801 3899
0417 835 766
0412 994 213
0432 663 429

9802 2044

98074875

president@varms.org.au
vp@varms.org.au
secretary@varms.org.au
treasurer@varms.org.au
cd@varms.org.au
editor@varms.org.au
ordinary@varms.org.au
membership@varms.org.au
heli@varms.org.au
power@varms.org.au
asset@varms.org.au
web_master@varms.org.au
registrar@varms.org.au

http://www.varms.org.au – for up to date info on VARMS

If you change your address, please notify the Registrar and VMAA, so that we can maintain the correct
addressing of this Newsletter.
If you are interested in joining VARMS, or learning more about our activities, please contact the Secretary, or
other Committee member.
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Victorian Association of Radio Model Soaring Inc.
Organisation No. A0001504U
Affiliated with the Federation Aeronautique Internationale (FAI)
The World Air Sports Federation

VARMS (Inc.) was formed in 1968 to get together aero-modellers who were interested in building and flying radio controlled
gliders. Members fly at many places, but have a home field, within the Knox Regional Sports Park (South Wantirna) some 60
metres west of the rear of the State Basketball Centre- Entrance off George Street, where Training Classes with dual
controlled gliders are held every second Sunday 10-1.00pm. A calendar for training is attached to the flying field gate.
VARMS organizes regular competitions in both Slope and Thermal Soaring, from fun-fly, scale, open competition and selflaunching (electric) gliders.
General Meetings are held on the SECOND FRIDAY of each month (except January) – at the VARMS Clubroom near State
Basketball Centre (as above) and, during daylight saving time there may be limited flying allowed before Meeting starts at
8.00pm. Visitors are welcome. Formalities are usually followed by lively discussions on matters of interest to all modellers
followed by a cup of your favourite brew.
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